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Summary

Proteins are large biomolecules essential for the proper functioning of the cells. Due to
their central role, thesemacromolecules are linked with themechanics leading to healthy
or disease states in organisms. The study of protein function might be the key to treat-
ments of many diseases. At a molecular level, the protein structure dictates its function.
Traditionally, X-ray sources are used for the investigation ofmolecular structures, includ-
ing proteins. A common experimental technique is the X-ray crystallography. Here X-
rays are diffracted by a crystal. This technique is, however, limited by the requirement of
growing crystal of sufficient size since the brightness of the Bragg spots strongly depends
on sample size. This hindrance was solved by the technology of X-ray Free Electron
Laser (XFEL). This facility generates high-intensity X-ray pulses amplifying the signal
from small samples but destroying them as well. Nevertheless, if the XFEL pulse is so
short it can terminate before the manifestation of the damage to the sample, and hence a
diffraction pattern can be produced before the sample destruction. This principle known
as diffraction-before-destruction gave rise to the successful CoherentDiffractive Imaging
method. Here an XFEL pulse hits the sample and the elastically scattered photons con-
tribute to the formation of a diffraction pattern. The incoherent radiation adds noise to
the data. Recently it was proposed that further structural information could be obtained
by measuring incoherent fluorescent X-ray emission. The only requirement is that the
sample has to contain some heavy atoms, such as transition metal atoms, in order to
act as emitters of X-ray fluorescence. This novel method is called Incoherent Diffractive
Imaging.

In this thesis, both coherent and incoherent methods are investigated by simulating
the interaction of XFEL pulses with different samples and studying the dynamics of the
sample. The simulations are carried out with the use of the code CRETIN.This code im-
plements a non-local thermodynamics equilibrium model, which is based on a plasma
description, and incorporates physical processes such as photoionization events or X-ray
fluorescence emissions. In particularly, the system of a gold nanoparticle encapsulated
into a protein hollow is simulated during the CDI measurements. The XFEL pulses are
of duration of 50 fs and 100 fs, energies 100 eV and 295 eV and intensities 1010 W/cm2 -
1013 W/cm2. Finally, it is shown that the protein is more structurally damaged than gold
nanoparticle in the process of sample expansion. To examine the X-ray fluorescence
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emission for imaging, five different transition metals (Cu, Ti, Cr, Mn and Ge) are sim-
ulated with different versions of CRETIN. Simulations are performed for femtosecond
pulses with energies greater than the binding energy of 1s level of the corresponding ele-
ment and intensities in the range between 1017 W/cm2 and 1020 W/cm2. The dynamics
of the system and plasma emission spectra are studied. The simulation results yield clues
as to what is required for the technique of incoherent diffractive imaging to be feasible.



Sammanfattning

Proteiner är stora biomolekyler som är viktiga för att cellerna ska fungera väl. På grund
av proteinernas centrala roll är dessamakromolekyler kopplade till mekaniken som leder
till friska eller sjuka organismer. Studien av proteinets funktion kan vara nyckeln till be-
handling avmånga sjukdomar. Påmolekylär nivå styr proteinstrukturen dess funktioner.
Röntgenkällor används traditionellt för undersökning av molekylstrukturer, inklusive
proteiner. En vanlig experimentell teknik är röntgenkristallografi, där röntgenstrålar
sprids av en kristall. Denna teknik är emellertid begränsad av kravet på att skaffa till-
räcklig stora kristall eftersom ljusstyrkan hos Bragg-punkterna beror kraftigt på provs-
torleken. Denna utmaning löstes med ny teknologi som heter röntgenfri elektron-laser
(XFEL). Dessa anläggningar genererar högintensiva röntgenpulser som förstärker sig-
nalen från små prover men samtidigt förstör dem också. Om röntgenpulsen är så kort
kan den ändå upphöra innan manifestationen av skadorna på provet, och följaktligen
kan ett diffraktions bild framställas före provets förstörelse. Denna princip känd som
diffraktion-före-förstörelse gav upphov till den framgångsrikametoden somkallas koher-
ent avbildning. Här provet träffas av en röntgenpuls och de elastiskt spridda fotonerna
bidrar till bildandet av ett diffraktionsmönster. Den icke-koherenta strålningen lägger
till brus till mätdata. Nyligen föreslogs att ytterligare strukturell information kunde er-
hållas genom att mäta inkoherent fluorescerande emission. Provet måste innehålla vissa
tunga atomer, såsom övergångsmetallatomer, för att fungera som avgivare av röntgenflu-
orescens. Denna nya metod kallas Incoherent Diffractive Imaging.

I denna avhandling undersöks både koherenta och icke-koherenta metoder genom
att studera dynamiken i olika prover efter deras bombardering av en röntgenpuls. I syn-
nerhet simuleras systemet för en guld-nanopartikel som är inkapslad i en proteinkapsid
under koherentamätningarnamed användning av en plasmakod. Slutligen är det bevisat
att proteinet tar mer strukturellt skada än guld-nanopartikel. För att undersöka emissio-
nen av röntgenfluorescens för avbildning undersöks fem olika övergångsmetaller (Cu, Ti,
Cr, Mn och Ge) efter deras bombardering med en röntgenpuls. Dessa simuleringar ut-
förs med olika versioner av plasmakoden. Här studeras systemets dynamik och plasmas
emissionsspektra. Så småningom indikerar simuleringar att inkoherent avbildning kan
vara möjlig under strikta särskilda förhållande.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Proteins are large biomolecules composed of one or more chains of aminoacids residues.
Like other biological macromolecules, proteins play a critical role to organisms perform-
ing awide range of functions. For instance, enzymes are proteins responsible for complex
biological reactions and vital to metabolism [1]. Other proteins called Immunoglobulins
protect the body from foreign pathogens [2]. The study of proteins functions thus might
be important in understanding biological processes and diseases. At a molecular level,
the proteins functions are often revealed by their structure [3], [4].

Traditionally, X-ray sources are used for determining the structure of molecules. A
common scientific method for identifying the three-dimensional structure of a crystal
is the X-ray crystallography. The underlying principle is that a beam of X-rays directs
at the crystal and is diffracted into many specific directions resulting in an interference
pattern with sharp peaks in intensity. This pattern is often called diffraction pattern
and its peaks carry the desired structural information and are named Bragg spots. The
brightness of the spots is highly related with the size of the crystal. Hence, diffraction
patterns emanating from a small crystal might contain non-distinct Bragg spots leading
to a compromised structure retrieval. X-ray crystallography is therefore limited by the
requirement of the growing crystals on sufficient size [5]. However, it is often difficult,
even impossible, to acquire biological crystals of appropriate size [6].

The newly emerging technology of X-ray Free Electron Lasers (XFELs) opened up
new possibilities in X-ray imaging. These facilities produce fully coherent, ultrabright,
femtosecond X-ray pulses. The high-intensity pulses generated by XFELs enhance the
weak signal from small samples, but they are also responsible for the sample destruction.
This phenomenon is often called radiation damage. If the diffraction pattern is formed af-
ter the sample damage, the three-dimensional structure of the molecule is impossible to
be solved. But if the X-ray pulse is so brief so that it terminates before the manifestation
of the damage to the sample, a diffraction pattern will be formed before the sample dam-
age and so the three-dimensional structure of the molecule can be determined [7]. This
principle is known as diffraction-before-destruction [8] and gave rise to the field of Co-
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herent Diffractive Imaging (CDI).This is a lensless technique which enables structure de-
termination of crystalline and non-crystalline samples. The underlying principle is that
a highly coherent beam of X-rays irradiates on an object and scattered by it producing ul-
timately an interference pattern. This technique was demonstrated experimentally with
soft X-rays at the FLASH free-electron laser in Hamburg where the three-dimensional
structure of a nanostructured non-periodic object was solved [9]. The structure of the
first biological sample of sub-micron size was determined some years later at LCLS [10].

In CDI methods, only the elastically scattered photons produce the measured in-
terference pattern. Unavoidably, a large fraction of X-rays are not elastically scattered
and can cause radiation damage through incoherent scattering processes, such as fluo-
rescence emission. In the approach of CDI, the incoherent radiation adds noise to the
measured diffraction patterns. Recently, a new method named Incoherent Diffractive
Imaging (IDI) was proposed to complement the existing CDI methods. Here, incoher-
ently scattered photons are measured within their coherence time, so that their relative
phases can be regarded stable, thereby producing speckle patterns. These patterns are
generated by photons from independent atoms and they may obtain useful structural in-
formation. Among incoherent processes, fluorescence emissions are the less challenging
to be measured. The requirement is that the sample should contain heavy atoms, such as
transition metal atoms, which could act as emitters of characteristic X-ray fluorescence
[11]. The speckle patterns then would reveal the spacing between the emitters. Finally,
within femtoseconds, the sample will be turn into a hot plasma, therefore spectroscopy
could also be applied.

This thesis aims to investigate both coherent and incoherent diffractive imaging by
simulating and subsequently understanding the interaction between ultra-intense fem-
tosecond X-ray pulses and matter. The samples under investigation have solid densities
thereby warm dense matter will be produced during the X-ray bombardment. The sim-
ulations run with the plasma code CRETIN. Firstly, the system of a gold nanoparticle
encapsulated into a protein hollow is simulated during the CDImeasurements. These cal-
culations can contribute to the experimental study of the above system which will take
place at FLASH in the near future. Additionally, simulation studies are performed for
five different transition metals to examine the X-ray fluorescence emission for imaging.
The dynamics of the systems, plasma emission spectra and particularly X-ray fluores-
cence emissions are studied. These computer calculations might provide the benchmark
for the experimental investigation of feasibility of coherence of X-ray fluorescence which
will be carried out at EuXFEL in the near future.



Chapter 2

Physical processes

X-rays is a form of electromagnetic radiation with an energy ranging from 100 eV to
200 keV. X-rays with high photon energies (5 keV - 10 keV) are named hard X-rays,
while X-rays with lower photon energies are called soft X-rays. The interaction processes
between the X-rays and matter makes this radiation to be important in many imaging
experiments.

When a high intense X-ray laser pulse hits the matter, there is a vast array of inter-
action processes that are recorded. X-rays interact with matter mainly through photoab-
sorption and scattering. In absorption process, a photon is absorbed by an atom and
transfers its energy to an electron. If the electron acquires sufficient energy, it ejects
from the atom forming a positively charged ion. This electron is the so-called photo-
electron and this process is named photoionization. The ion, in turn, will relax resulting
in a secondary process, X-ray fluorescence or Auger effect. Further ionization events
may proceed. Photon scattering can be either elastic or inelastic. In general, the elastic
scattering contributes to structural determination of a sample since it carries readable
information in the scattering pattern.

During the X-ray exposure, the atoms and molecules within the sample will be ion-
ized. Due to these ionization processes, Coulomb explosion and hydrodynamic expan-
sion occur for smaller and bigger samples respectively. Finally the sample will be turned
into a gas of ions and free electrons within femtoseconds. This state of matter is the so-
called plasma. Plasma does not only absorb but also emits electromagnetic radiation.
Bremsstrahlung radiation, electrons recombinations and line electrons’ transitions con-
tribute to plasma’s energy spectrum. A remarkable fact is that the X-ray fluorescence
emission is recorded as a single peak in this spectrum. In this chapter, a description of
the various interaction processes of X-rays with matter are discussed. Some characteris-
tics of plasma along with a typical energy spectrum are also presented.

14



2.1 Interaction of X-rays with matter 15

2.1 Interaction of X-rays with matter

2.1.1 Photoabsorption
When X-rays strike a material, electrons can be ejected in a phenomenenon known as
the photoelectric effect or photoemission. In particular, when a photon hits the matter,
its energy is transferred to an electron. If the electron acquires energy more than the
binding energy, it is ejected from the atom with kinetic energy equal to the difference
between the incoming energy and the binding energy leaving behind a positively charged
ion as shown in Figure 2.1. The electrons that are ejected form the atoms are named
photoelectrons. If the electron does not absorb enough energy to overcome the binding
energy, it remains in the atom as a free particle. Binding energy is the energy required
to remove an electron from an atom, a molecule, or an ion. Core electrons have a high
binding energy, whereas valence electrons have a lower one. The energy of the emitted
electrons depends on the energy of the individual photons but not on the intensity of the
incoming light [7].

2.1.2 Auger effect and X-ray fluorescence
When the emitted electron is ejected from a core level, it leaves behind a hole. To stabi-
lize the atom, an electron from an outer orbital may fall down to fill the empty vacancy
releasing energy. The releasing energy is equal with the difference of the two orbitals
involved and it has the form of a photon. Most often this emitted photon is ejected from
the atom. The energy of the emitted photon is characteristic for different elements. This
phenomenon is the so-called X-ray fluorescence. However, it is possible the emitted en-
ergy to be transferred to another electron which is ejected from the atom. This secondary
electron is called Auger electron and the effect is named Auger effect. The X-ray emis-
sion and the Auger effect are shown in Figure 2.1. In heavier elements X-ray fluorescence
dominates, whereas Auger effect dominates for lighter elements such as elements most
commonly found in proteins like Oxygen, Nitrogen and Carbon [12], [13]. After the
ejection of the photoelectron, a short time period passes before the filling of the empty
vacancy. This period is called the lifetime of the excited state. Typically, the lifetime is 5-
10 fs for elements with low atomic number, for instance the element of Oxygen, Nitrogen
and Carbon, whereas it gets shorter for heavier elements.
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Figure 2.1 (a) A photon of energy E hits an inner-shell electron of binding energy Φk. (b) The
electron acquires energy more than the binding energy and thus it is ejected form the atom. The
energy of the photoelectron is the difference between the energy of the incoming photon and
the binding energy. (c) Another electron from an outer shell falls down to fill the inner-shell
vacancy resulting in the release of energy. The energy can be emitted in the form of a photon
(X-ray fluorescence) or (d) to be transferred to another electron which is ejected from the atom

(Auger effect).

2.1.3 Shake excitations
Another possibility is the photoabsorption to cause the ejection of an inner shell elec-
tron very fast so that the outer shell electrons to not have time to relax and fill the empty
vacancy. The departing photoelectron may interact with the electron left behind. This
interaction might reduce the kinetic energy of the photoelectron deposing energy into
the system. If this perturbation results to an excitation in the final system, the process is
called shake-up. This excitation, however, might be the reason for the ejection of one or
more outer shell electrons. In this case, this process is called shake-off [14]. For light ele-
ments essential to biological materials like proteins (for example C, O, N, or S), electron
emission from the shake excitations are estimated to be on the order of 10–30% of the
events where a low energy electron (10-100 eV) is emitted.
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2.1.4 Electron cascade
If the electron emitted by photoemission or Auger effect is not removed from the sample,
it can collide with an atom or ion. This collision might lead the electron to kick out
another electron creating further ionization. This secondary impact ionization is called
Electron Impact Ionization and affects mainly the outer-shell electrons. These electrons
may in turn collide with other atoms or ions causing even more ionization events and
creating an electron cascade as shown in Figure 2.2 [15]. Thus a single photoelectron
or Auger electron might cause the release of hundreds of secondary electrons depending
on the energy of the incident photon. This process is also known as thermalisation. The
probability (cross section) for electron impact ionization depends on electron energy,
element and ionization state.

Figure 2.2 A photoelectron or Auger electron collides with an atom, kicks out another electron
and creates an ion. These electrons in turn collide with other atoms. Each collision causes even

more ionization events creating ultimately an electron cascade.

2.1.5 Coulomb explosion and Hydrodynamic expansion
When intense X-ray laser pulses illuminate the sample, electrons will be ejected from
the atoms forming ions. The sample will be converted ultimately into positive ions and
free electrons generating a plasma. If the free electrons are removed from the sample,
the net charge will be positive resulting in the repulsion of the atoms due to Coulomb
forces. This effect is known as Coulomb explosion and dominates for small samples such
as single proteins.

For bigger samples, electrons do not have enough energy to escape from the sample
and thus they are trapped in the positive center of the material. Trapped electrons in-
crease the kinetic energy of the sample through thermal processes, while they reduce the
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Coulomb explosion by partially screening the positively charged core. The pressure in
the core of thematerial is increased resulting in the expansion of the core. A surface layer
composed of positively charged ions is formed and it peels off, burning the sample from
outside towards the core. This process is called hydrodynamic expansion [16], [17].

Typically the timescale for Coulomb explosion and hydrodynamic expansion is from
picoseconds to nanoseconds. XFELs allows us to obtain pulses shorter than this timescale
resulting in mitigation of the damage process because of these effects. Therefore, the
sample can be investigated by, for instance spectroscopy or X-ray diffraction methods,
before it undergoes structural damage.

2.1.6 X-ray scattering
When X-rays illuminate the sample, scattering events may occur. Photon scattering can
be either elastic, or inelastic. In elastic (also known as unmodified, Rayleigh, classical,
or coherent) scattering the photon changes its direction of propagation, consequently
changes its momentum, while its energy is conserved. The elastic scattering of a pho-
ton by a free electron is the so-called Thomson scattering. In inelastic (also known as
incoherent) scattering, the photon changes the magnitude of its momentum while some
of its energy is transferred to scattered electron. In particular, the incoming photon ex-
cites an electron from the ground state to a virtual level. The electron then relaxes into
a lower energy state by emitting a photon. The electron however does not return to the
ground state. Thus the emitted photon does not have neither the same energy nor the
same phase with the incoming photon. The inelastic scattering may involve a molecule
(Raman scattering) or a free charged particle (Compton scattering) [7].

When an incident beam of monochromatic X-rays interact with a crystal, electrons
in atoms scatter light. Thus each atom can be considered as a point scatterer. Because the
atoms are orderly arranged, the scattered X-rays undergo constructive and destructive
interference. This is the process of diffraction. The diffraction of X-rays by crystalline
materials is described by Bragg’s law: nλ = 2d sinθ, where n is a positive integer, λ is the
wavelength of the incident wave, d is the distance between scattering planes and θ is the
angle between the wave vector of the incident plane wave and the lattice planes [18]. The
directions of possible diffractions depend on the size and shape of the unit cell of the
material. The resulting interference pattern is named as diffraction pattern and it reveals
the geometry of the atoms within the molecules. This is the reason why the diffraction
pattern is used to determine the structure of a crystal. In a diffraction pattern, generally,
the elastic scattering allows us to obtain structural information that is easily to interpret.
In contrast the information provided by inelastic scattering is difficult to interpret [7].
Because the inelastic scattering is incoherent, it will not add up in the same way as elastic
scattering which is coherent. The signal of inelastic scattering is low contributing to a
noise in diffraction patterns.

The non-crystalline materials exposed to X-ray radiation also scatter producing pat-
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terns which reflect their structures. A method for imaging non-crystalline materials
with X-rays is the Coherent Diffractive Imaging (CDI). Here a sample is illuminated by a
monochromatic X-ray beam with the plane of the sample to be normal to the beam and
the scattered X-rays are recorded on an area detector [19]. In these scattering patterns,
the elastic and inelastic scattering is of the same magnitude. Thus, despite that elastic
scattered photons carry readable information, inelastic scattering provide detrimental
information in the Coherent Diffractive Imaging measurements.

2.2 Plasma
During the intense X-ray bombardment, more energy will be pumped into the system
making the sample highly dynamic. The continuous increase in sample temperature will
give rise to a background of thermal radiation with increasing energy. If the radiation
object meets the physical characteristics of a black body, the thermal radiation is often
called as black-body radiation. The continuous spectrum of black-body radiation is de-
scribed by Planck’s law. Finally, due to continuous exposure to high intense X-rays, the
sample will quickly be ionized and converted into a hot plasma. Plasma consists of free
electrons, a gas of positively charged ions and neutrals (atoms, molecules, radicals). Un-
der special conditions, plasma might contain negatively charged ions as well.

Plasma is dominated by electromagnetic forces. In particular, when two particles
are separated by a short distance, they interact through Coulomb force acting as two
individual particles. As this distance increases, each particle interacts simultaneously
with other nearby charged particles. This produces a collective interaction. Here each
Coulomb force induces the particles tomove, thereby polarizing electrically themedium.
In turn, the nearby charged particlesmove collectively in order to reduce the electric field
due to any one charged particle. In equilibrium each charged particle is surrounded by
opposite charged particles thereby shielding out the electric field due to any given charged
particle beyond a certain distance. This distance is named Debye length or Debye radius
and this effect is called Debye shielding effect. In other words, in a plasma the Coulomb
force is limited to a distance of order the Debye length. For scales longer than the Debye
length, plasma is on average electrically neutral. This property is often defined as quasi-
neutrality [20].

In this state of matter, electrons and ions can reside either in bound states or ex-
ist as free particles. Transitions between all combinations are possible: bound-bound,
free-bound, bound-free and free-free. A free-free transition causes the deflection of an
electron at close fly-by of an ion. If the distance between the electron and the ion is
short, the deflection angle is large and the acceleration of electron is strong resulting in
a high energy emitted photon. For long distances the emitted photon is of low energy.
This radiation produced by short distance binary collisions between electrons and ions
is the so-called Bremsstrahlung radiation. Because of the wide range of incident electron
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velocities and range of distances between the electrons and the ions, Bremsstrahlung is
a continuum radiation [21]. The thermal background is formed by the free-free transi-
tions. A free-bound transition, on the other hand, causes the capture of an electron by an
ion resulting in an electron recombination. This is a radiative process and leads to a con-
tinuum broad spectrum characterized by edges. Bound-bound transitions also produce
emission of photons. These transitions correspond to line radiation and are characterized
by shift effects [22]. Apart from the electronic transfers between the states, the emission
spectrum of a plasma will include elastic and inelastic scattering from the incoming X-
ray beam. The above effects will be the major contributions to a spectrum of plasma at or
very near the incoming energy [16]. A simulated plasma emission spectrum generated
by the code CRETIN is shown in Figure 2.3. A typical input file used for the plasma sim-
ulations is found in Appendix A. This input file simulates the interaction between a Cu
foil 12 nm thick and an XFEL pulse of energy 9 keV, intensity 1019 W/cm2, and length 10
fs. Physical processes such as hydrodynamic expansion or X-ray fluorescence emission
are included in the code.

Figure 2.3 A simulated plasma radiation spectrum of a Copper foil 1 µm thick which is irra-
diated by an XFEL pulse of energy 9 keV, intensity 1019 W/cm2 and length 10 fs. There are
mainly four contributions: (1) Black body radiation from free-free transitions, (2) Characteris-
tic line emissions from bound-bound transitions (3) Recombination radiation from free-bound
transitions, and (4) Elastic and inelastic scattering from the incoming X-ray beam. Each sample

produces a different emission spectrum..

One significant effect in plasma is the lowering of the ionization potential required
to remove an electron from one of the lower-bound states into the continuum of free-
electron states. This effect known as ionization potential depression or as continuum
lowering has consequences for the ions or atoms in the plasma - their highest-energy
discrete levels disappear [23]. A modification of the ionization balance in the plasma
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causes the emitted energy to shift which in turn affect important properties of the system
such as its opacity.

An intermediate state of matter between solid and plasma is theWarmDense Matter
(WDM). This state is characterized by a density of the same order of magnitude as solid,
a temperature on the order of a few eV, and a pressure from ambient to someMbar. It can
be found in the cores of giant planets or small stars. In practice, it can be created in the
laboratory when, for instance, a solid is exposed to an ultra-intense beam. The sample
is heavily ionized producing ultimately the state of WDM.The condensed matter theory
or the ideal-plasma theory cannot describe the state ofWDM. Here quantummechanics
governs and particle correlations as well as electric forces is of great importance [24].



Chapter 3

Methods

3.1 X-ray Free Electron Laser
AnX-ray Free ElectronLaser (XFEL) is a facilitywhich produces extremely intense pulses
with an ultrashort duration. Typically an XFEL consists of a photocathode gun, a lin-
ear accelerator followed by an undulator and the beamlines as shown in Figure 3.1 (i).
Short intense electron bunches are generated at photocathode gun and are injected to
linear accelerator, or linac. Electron bunch is a cloud of electrons formed by millions of
electrons. Here the charged particles are accelerated to relativistic velocities in special
cavities, the so-called resonators. Then the accelerated electrons pass through a long, pe-
riodic arrangement of magnets called an undulator. The Lorentz force of the field force
the electrons onto a tight slalom course resulting in the emission light in the forward di-
rection. This radiation is still incoherent since the electromagnetic waves from randomly
distributed electrons interfere constructively and destructively in time. Because the ra-
diation is faster than the electrons, the photons overtake the electrons flying ahead and
interact with electrons along the way. This interaction causes the electrons to experience
an acceleration or deceleration depending on the phase between radiation and electron
oscillation. Electrons that are in phase with the radiation gain energy and accelerate,
whereas electrons that are out of phase with the radiation lose energy and decelerate.
The result is that electrons concentrate into equal spaced groups within the beam. This is
the microbunching effect. The groups are separated by a distance equal to one undulator
radiation wavelength. Because the electrons travel together, they act as larger charged
particles producing radiation coherently. The new photons overtake again the electrons
and interact with them. The interaction of coherent radiation with the electrons cause
the electrons to bunch up even more, creating an exponential growth of the radiation
power along the undulator, as shown in Figure 3.1 (ii). This Self-Amplified Spontaneous
Emission (SASE) obtains the extreme properties of a free-electron laser: coherence, short
pulse duration and high peak brilliance. The SASE is spontaneous, so it is a stochastic
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process. Hence the wavelengths that come out are arbitrary, but still monochromatic.
For this reason, it is used the average spectrum from multiple single-shot spectra and
not the individual spectra. The shape of average spectrum is determined by coherence
time. This is defined as the time over which a propagating wave may be regarded coher-
ent. In other words, coherence time is the time over which phase of a propagating wave
is, on average, predictable. The first soft XFEL in world, the FLASH inHamburg [25], the
European XFEL [26], the LCLS [27] and the SACLA in Japan [28] use the SASE process.
In an attempt to control the reproducibility of the wavelengths, an external seed might
be used. A seeded laser is, for example, the FERMI in Trieste [29]. Finally, the X-rays
beams direct toward the Experimental Hall through a beam line and then to correspond-
ing Experimental station [16], [30], [31].

(i) (ii)

Figure 3.1 (i) Schematic representation of an X-ray Free Electron Laser. (ii) The exponential
growth of the XFEL pulse energy as a function of distance along the undulator. Images taken

from [32].

3.2 The successful... Coherent Diffractive Imaging
Coherent Diffractive Imaging (CDI) is a lensless imaging approach. CDI techniques are,
for instance, Serial Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX) or Single Particle Imaging (SPI).
In CDImethods, a coherence source of photons (often X-rays) probe the structure of the
sample. Only the coherent processes, such as elastic scattering, contribute to the CDI
measurements. The underlying principle of CDI is quite simple. A sample is illuminated
by a plane wave Ψin with wavevector kin. The incident wave is always directed to the
forward direction and it does not carry structural information. This wave will finally
scatter and a wave Ψout with wavevector kout will be generated. The scattered wave will
form a diffraction pattern which is measured by an area detector and contains structural
information [33].

The diffraction pattern is a distribution of intensities in space and it is mapped onto
the reciprocal lattice. The reciprocal lattice is the Fourier transform of the real space. The
reciprocal coordinate the so-called scattering vector is defined as q= kout - kin. For elastic
scattering the wave vectors kin and kout have the same length and so all scattering vectors
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q lie on the surface of a sphere. This sphere is named Ewald sphere [34]. In diffraction
experiments, the scattering vector reflects the spatial resolution of the scattered signal.
For a crystal, the magnitude of q is given by:

q = 2
sinθ
λ

(3.1)

where λ is the wavelength of the incident beam and 2θ is the scattering angle. The equa-
tion 3.1 expresses that the beam will reflect from a crystal which is titled at an angle θ
relative to the incoming wave-vector. The ray will reflect only if the spacing between the
(hkl) planes is d = 1/q. Equation 3.1 then becomes d = λ/(2sinθ), which is the Bragg’s law
[7].

The energy of the incoming photons is related to the wavelength, and hence to the
momentum transfer, as:

E =
hc

λ

where h is the Planck constant and c is the speed of light. To achieve atomic resolution
imaging, the wavelength has to be of the order of Angstrom. Consequently, the pulse
energy has to be of the order of keV. This corresponds to Hard X-rays. The elastic scat-
tering cross section is, however, low in the energy range of Hard X-rays resulting in a low
signal of CDI measurements. If the sample is a crystal, the signal is amplified through
the Bragg scattering. For a non-crystalline crystal, the signal will be quite low if the pulse
energy corresponds to Hard X-rays. In this case, the experiments are conducted with
softer X-rays but in expense of resolution.

3.3 The novel... Incoherent Diffractive Imaging
Incoherent Diffractive Imaging (IDI) is a newmethod in X-ray imaging which utilizes in-
coherent radiation to probe the sample structure. Incoherent processes are, for example,
fluorescence emission or Compton scattering. This is a new development and it proposes
the use of X-ray photons emitted from independent atoms which have been ionized by
an XFEL. These photons are incoherent, however, if they measured within their coher-
ence time τc, additional structural details can be provided. Because the coherence times
are very short (for example the coherence time of X-ray fluorescence emission is around
1fs), the relative phases of incoherent photons can be regarded as stable, allowing the
detection of a stationary fringe pattern [11].

According to atomic cross sections for X-ray fluorescence emissions and coherent
processes, the fluorecence processes have higher possibilities to occur than the coherent
processes. This led to the suggestion to detect fluorescence emissions for sub-micron
samples. The detection of fluorescent photons would be done with an area detector such
as in CDI. The area detector will measure speckle patterns which are random from shot
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to shot but encode spatial information about the sample. The Fourier transform of each
speckle pattern can reveal the spacing between the independent emitters. The require-
ment of the incoherent fluorescence emission is that the sample should contain heavy
atoms, such as transition metals, in order to act as emitters of characteristic X-ray fluo-
rescence. Another equally important requirement is the energy range of the FEL pulse.
This energy should be higher than, for instance, the binding energy of K-shell if the Kα

and Kβ emission lines need to be recorded. This energy is usually in the Hard X-rays
regime.

Anoticeable point of the IDImethod is that themeasurementswill continue to obtain
structural information when the sample is a plasma. Therefore, IDI could reveal the
spacing between the emitters of characteristic X-ray fluorescence but it could also give a
different aspect to investigating the onset of plasma formation. The CDI measurements,
on the other hand, carry structural information before the sample destruction. Another
interesting point is that the IDI detector will be independent from the geometry since the
X-ray emission is isotropic. In contrast, the CDI detector is limited only in the forward
direction.

3.4 Experimental geometry
Themethod of IDI aims to complement the existing CDImethods. The suggested experi-
mental geometry is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Themethod of CDI is applied in the forward
direction,while the method of IDI can be applied anywhere since the X-ray emission is
isotropic. Preferably, IDI is applied at 90 degrees from the forward direction in order
the signal from elastic scattering to be the minimum. In particular, when an ultra-fast
femtosecond X-ray pulse irradiates the sample, the elastically scattered photons would
contribute to a diffraction pattern. This pattern will be measured by an area detector in
the forward direction and will provide information about the atomic distances. This pro-
cess corresponds to CDI.The sample will contain heavy atoms which will emit X-ray flu-
orescence. The fluorescent photons will be recorded on another area detector which will
be placed normal to the forward direction, for example in the downward direction. The
scattering patterns by incoherent processes would give details about the spacing between
the emitters of characteristic X-ray fluorescence. Within femtoseconds, the sample will
turn into a plasma emitting electromagnetic radiation. Thus, a photospectrometer will
measure the emission spectrum in which the X-ray fluorescence emission will be shown
as a single peak. Thus, this spectrum could provide information about the electronic
state of each emitter.

When an ultra-bright FEL pulse irradiates the sample, a fraction of X-rays will scat-
ter elastically while another fraction of X-rays will scatter inelastically or absorb from the
sample. The elastically scattered photons would contribute to the measured diffraction
patterns. The cross section of photoabsorption is higher than the elastic cross section
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and inelastic cross section. The sample therefore is quickly ionized producing ultimately
a plasma. In the emission spectrum of plasma, a background of thermal radiation as well
as line emissions should be observed. The line emissions would correspond to electrons’
transition, between of them would be X-ray fluorescence. The X-ray fluorescence emis-
sions are characteristic for each element and they could be used for an element-specific
analysis. Due to their high energy and intensity, Kα and Kβ emission lines might be the
most useful characteristic emission lines for element-specific analysis. The positions of
the emitters of X-ray fluorescence, on the other hand, can be revealed from the speckle
patterns. Therefore, the plasma spectrum would show the energy of X-ray fluorescence
from which the element could be found, while the speckle patterns could reveal the po-
sition of the emitters.

An important parameter for the experiment is the beam energy. This should be
higher that the binding energy ofK-shell, in the case of the detection ofKα andKβ fluores-
cence. This energy corresponds to Hard X-rays. Because of the low elastic cross section
in this energy range, the sample should be crystallized to detect some signal from elastic
scattering. Otherwise, the signal might be impossible to be detected.
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Figure 3.2 The experimental geometry of Coherent Diffractive Imaging (CDI) in the forward
direction and Incoherent Diffractive Imaging (IDI) normal to the forward direction. A tightly
focused ultrafast X-ray laser pulse irradiates the sample. The elastically scattered photons con-
tribute to the measured diffraction pattern in the forward direction. This represents the CDI
method. Perpendicular to forward direction, IDI is applied. Fluorescent photons are recorded
by an area detector generating a speckle pattern. The sample will ultimately turn into a plasma

emitting electromagnetic radiation which is recorded by a spectrometer.

3.5 Plasma simulations
A popular method for predicting the performance of actual systems is the simulation
modeling. The simulations can give results that provide insight in the experimental sys-
tem. A good simulation model is important to get useful and valid insights, while a
wrong simulationmodel providesmisleading results. There are various computer simula-
tion programme, each one uses different model for different purpose. The software used
in this thesis for simulating the high-intensity laser-matter interactions is CRETIN [35].
This is a non-local thermodynamics equilibrium atomic kinetics and radiation transfer
code. It assumes that the sample is in a plasma state. This is a valid assumptionwithin 1-2
femtoseconds [16]. This code has been simulated successfully results from XFEL experi-
ments using Soft X-rays [36], [37]. The code calculations have been used for predicting
experimental results in Hard X-rays as well [38].
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CRETIN can perform a zero, one, two, or three-dimensional simulations. The one-
dimensional simulation geometry shows in Figure 3.3. The sample is divided into quasi-
neutral continuum zones with neutral net charge and mass conservation. Between the
zones, heat and radiation transfer are allowed. Electron and ion kinetic energies are
assumed to follow a Maxwellian distribution within the zone. The electrons and ions
are allowed to be out of thermal equilibrium in relation to each other and to neighbor-
ing zones. The temperature of electrons is treated separately from temperature of ions.
Bonds or particles cannot be reported from the code.

CRETIN includes the physical processes that might occur during the interaction of
matter with X-rays. For example, it includes photoionization, Auger ionization, recom-
bination processes. This code also compromises the continuum lowering effect using
Stewart-Pyatt degeneracy lowering and it treats hydrodynamic expansion allowing the
zones to expand. The elements are treated with a hydrogenic atomic model. Further-
more, CRETIN tracks the population of different electronic states and transitions be-
tween them. It can model an emission spectrum or absorption spectrum, electron and
ion temperature as well as density and other material properties.

Figure 3.3 One-dimensional simulation geometry. The sample is divided into smaller areas
called zones. Each zone is continuum and has the same element composition, temperature,
pressure and electron state population. Between zones, heat and radiation can be transferred.

The zones are allowed to expand.



Chapter 4

Coherent Diffractive Imaging of
encapsulated gold nanoparticles

Proteins are important biomolecules of the life. Under particular conditions, proteins
can form self-assembled structures of varying sizes and symmetries. The spontaneous
process of self-assembly might arise from simple changes to solution conditions, for ex-
ample pH or temperature. Proteins are also able to design a self-assembled structure by
design. In this case, a common final system is the protein containers [39], [40].

Protein container is a hollow protein shell, often called capsid. This protein shell is
usually formed from several copies of the same (or a few) protein(s) in a self-assembly
process. A capsid surrounds the genetic material of a virus protecting it from the exter-
nal environment and ultimately delivering it [41]. Due to their structural and functional
roles, these molecular containers are of great interest. Such systems can host various
cargo molecules in their hollow interiors. The cargo molecules could be drug molecules,
enzymes, metal complexes or inorganic nanoparticles. The well-defined microenviron-
ment of the cavity would isolate the cargo molecules from the external conditions, while
the access in the protein’s cavity would be controlled by the protein itself. These pack-
aging systems therefore can act as delivery vehicle for cargo molecules. The property of
encapsulation makes the protein container a promising system for a variety of applica-
tions including drug delivery and release, medical imaging or nano-scale material orga-
nization [42], [43].

An encapsulation system which has peaked interests is a hollow sphere protein pack-
aged a gold nanoparticle. In general, gold nanoparticle is regarded as an efficient system
for delivery of drugs and targeting specific cells or tissues [44]. In 2018, Matthias Kün-
zle, Johanna Mangler, Marcel Lach and Tobias Beck created the hyperthermophilic bac-
teriumThermotoga maritima as a container system which encapsulates an artificial gold
nanoparticle. Bacterium had an outer diameter of 24 nm, while the diameter of gold was
13.3 ± 1.1 nm. The target for encapsulation was specified with the use of special pep-
tide tags called cargo-loading peptides (CLP). CLPs directed the cargo molecules to the
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protein container and then attached to the protein container assisting in encapsulation
process [42].

In this thesis, plasma simulations with the code of CRETIN 2.13 were done to model
and predict what happens in encapsulation system of protein and gold nanoparticle ex-
posed to ultrashort pulses of X-rays. In our simulations the system was viewed as a mul-
tilayer structure in one dimension since the hydrodynamics in CRETIN is available for
1-dimensional geometries only. The first and last layers consist of protein and between
them the gold nanoparticle is placed. The simulated system is shown in Figure 4.1. The
proteins have been labeled as 1 and 2 for our convenience. To be consistent with the
structure created by Matthias Künzle et al. [42], the thickness of the gold layer is consid-
ered 12 nm, while the thickness of each protein layer is considered 6 nm. Each layer is
separated into zones with thickness 1 nm. Thus, each protein layer consists of 6 zones,
while the gold layer consists of 12 zones.

This systemwill be studied experimentally in Free electronLASer inHamburg, FLASH,
using the method of Coherent Diffractive Imaging. During the measurements, multiple
ions will be formed in the sample. Each ion will affect in principle the entire diffraction
pattern. To help the Coherent Diffractive Imaging measurements, therefore, by provid-
ing information about the different charge states of atoms in the sample, an ion Time-of-
Flight spectrometer is suggested to be used aswell [37]. FLASHproduces softX-rays. For
this reason, our simulations ran with beam energies 100 eV and 295 eV, pulse lengths
50 fs and 100 fs and pulse intensities 1010 W/cm2, 1011 W/cm2, 1012 W/cm2 and 1013
W/cm2.

Figure 4.1 The encapsulation system of protein and gold nanoparticle exposed to ultrashort
pulses of X-rays has been simulated as a multilayer structure. Proteins are separated by a layer

of gold. The XFEL pulse irradiates first the Protein 1.
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4.1 Free Electron Density
Electrondensity provides significant indicators of the number of free electrons in a plasma.
This parameter is defined as the number of free electrons per unit volume. The simulated
electron density when the system is exposed to an XFEL pulse of energy 100 eV, intensity
1011 W/cm2 and length 50 fs is shown in Figures 4.2.

One can notice that when X-rays irradiate the sample, gold atoms are ionized by
knocking electrons off to give positive ions. The ionization of gold nanoparticle starts
from bottom to top. The proteins, on the other hand, are not ionized during the XFEL
pulse. The change in the concentration of free electrons develops a gradient which drives
them to flow from the region of higher concentration to lower concentration. This is the
so-called diffusion. Hence the mobile free electrons migrate from the gold nanoparticle
to proteins. During this process a number of collisions occurs resulting in the liberation
of more free electrons and ions. Recombination effects are also possible. The number of
free electrons decreases gradually in the bulk of the sample while the positively charged
ions have lower speed and remain. At the same time, the Coulomb repulsion of the ions
leads to displacements of atoms and ions and the sample expands moderately.

These effects are directly proportional to the intensity of incoming photons. A higher
incident intensity results in a rapidly increasing ionization of atomswithin the duration of
the XFEL pulse. In turn, free electrons disperse throughout the sample with a higher rate
of diffusion, while their diffusion begins sooner. The increasing ionization of atoms gives
also rise to stronger repulsive Coulombic forces and so to a higher sample expansion. The
increase in energy of incoming photons, on the other hand, results in a slightly higher
expansion of the sample.

Figure 4.2 Simulated free electron density when the sample is exposed to an XFEL pulse of
energy 100 eV, intensity 1011 W/cm2 and length 50 fs.
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4.2 Sample expansion
Theexpansion of each zone as a function of coordinates of zones at t = 0 for beam energies
100 eV (left) and 295 eV (right), pulse intensities 1011 W/cm2 (blue) and 1012 W/cm2

(red) and pulse length 50 fs are visualized in Figure 4.3. The dashed yellow lines indicate
the boundary of the gold nanoparticle with proteins. The sample expansion has been
defined as the absolute value of the difference between the position of the ith zone at t =
0 and at t = 500 fs:

Expansion = |ri(t = 0) - ri(t = 500 fs)|

It is indeed evident that the proteins are more structurally damaged than the gold
nanoparticle. Interestingly the expansion is symmetric in respect to the center of the
sample indicating that the number of free electronsmoving to the areas of low concentra-
tion is the same in all directions. Additionally, as the pulse intensity increases, a greater
number of photons encounter the matter resulting in an increasing ionization of atoms.
Consequently, the sample expands more. The increase in beam energy also results in a
slightly higher sample expansion.

Figure 4.3 Expansion of each zone as a function of time for beam energies 100 eV (left) and
295 eV (right), pulse intensities 1011 W/cm2 (blue) and 1012 W/cm2 (red) and pulse length 50

fs.
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4.3 Average ionization
The above conclusions can also be seen from Figure 4.4 where the average ionization
of gold (purple), oxygen (blue), nitrogen (red), carbon (green) and hydrogen (orange)
atoms are displayed as a function of time. During the X-ray bombardment, gold atoms
acquire positive charges by losing electrons, whereas the protein’s atoms are not gener-
ally converted into ions. The reason why gold is ionized, while oxygen, nitrogen, carbon
and hydrogen atoms are not is the ionization energy. Ionization energy is defined as the
energy required to remove an electron from a neutral atom. In general, the further an
electron is from the nucleus, the less energy required to be expelled from the atom. This
means that it is far easier to take electrons away from the element of Au (Z = 79) than it
is from Oxygen (Z = 8), Nitrogen (Z = 7), Carbon (Z = 6), or Hydrogen (Z = 1), where
electrons are closer to the nucleus. After the pulse has passed, the free electrons diffuse
into proteins. Throughout this process, collisions between particles can lead to either
ionization or recombination events. As revealed the decrease of the average ionization
of gold, recombination is the dominant process in the bulk. In proteins, on the other
hand, collisions stimulate more ionization events, on average, by which atoms and ions
become more highly charged. This is clear from the upward trend of ionization of oxy-
gen, nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen atoms. The fluctuations (steps) that appear in the
curves are likely due to recombination effects. When the equilibrium is reached, nomore
ionization events occur. The ionization processes could occur earlier with the increase
in intensity.

Figure 4.4 Average ionization of gold (purple), oxygen (blue), nitrogen (red), carbon (green)
and hydrogen (orange) atoms as a function of time. The sample is exposed to an XFEL pulse of

energy 100 eV, intensity 1011 W/cm2 and length 50 fs.
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4.4 Electron and Ion temperature
As the absorption of X-rays deposes energy to the system, the sample gets heated to high
temperatures. The average electron and ion temperature are shown as a function of time
for Protein 1, Gold nanoparticle and Protein 2 in Figure 4.5.

During X-ray irradiation, energy is deposited to the system. The amount of energy
transferred to gold atoms is sufficient to ionize them and induce a significant increase
of electron and ion temperature. The electron system temperature rises more that the
ion system temperature since the thermalization time of ions is higher than electrons
[45]. The high electron temperature is the driving force for diffusion. Hence the highly
populated free electrons in the gold nanoparticle start to diffuse and spread into proteins.
During diffusion, the free electrons share their thermal energy with the ions through
Coulomb collisions. As a result, the gold’s electron temperature drops, whereas the trend
up of gold’s ion temperature continues. The arrival of free electrons at proteins induces a
gradual increase, on average, in proteins’ electron temperature. Momentum transfer due
to collisions between electrons and ions cause further ionization as well as recombination
events. Ionization processes lead to increase in ion temperature, while recombination
events likely cause fluctuations (steps) in electron temperature. Besides, the transfer of
energy through collisions leads to a quickly expanding plasma formation and the system
cools down. However the gold’s ion temperature continues to have an upward trend
until to remain constant. This is because the gold nanoparticle, which consists mainly of
positively charged ions, has been expanded slightly and so the ions would have the same
kinetic energy on average. These processes could start and finish sooner with a higher
pulse intensity.

Figure 4.5Average electron temperature and average ion temperature of gold and proteins as a
function of time when the sample is exposed to an XFEL pulse of energy 100 eV, intensity 1011

W/cm2 and length 50 fs.
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4.5 Charge states
When X-rays strike the material, the element of gold is rapidly ionized. The ionization
of the light elements is very low compared with the element of gold due to a low cross
section. As the free electrons thermally diffuse towards proteins, they collide with other
atoms or ions creating further ionization processes. Here oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and
hydrogen atoms lose electrons and form positively charged ions. Each ion will affect the
entire diffraction pattern. To help the Coherent Diffractive Imaging measurements by
providing information about the different charge states in the sample, an ion Time-of-
Flight spectrometer is suggested to be used [37]. The different charge states of oxygen
atoms at the protein in the zone which is next to gold nanoparticle as a function of time
are shown in Figure 4.6 (i). It is obvious that there are multiple charge states of oxygen
atoms in our sample. However, the different oxygen ionization states are different from
zone to zone, as revealed in Figure 4.6 (ii). The other elements havemultiple charged ions
as well. The Figure 4.6 yields additionally the information that the momentum transfer
stimulates recombination events. Neutralization by electron-ion recombination events,
however, is not observed up to 500 femtoseconds. Additionally, the positively charged
ions can be created sooner with the increase in intensity.

(i)

(ii)

Figure 4.6 Different charge states of oxygen atoms at (i) the protein in the zone which is next
to gold nanoparticle and (ii) in the sample. The sample is exposed to an XFEL pulse of energy

100 eV, intensity 1011 W/cm2 and length 50 fs.

4.6 Longer pulse duration
Simulations were also performed for a longer pulse length of 100 fs. In general, the same
electron and ion density are obtained with the same photon energies and incident in-
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tensities, but with different pulse durations. The results of average ionization, average
electron and ion temperature obtained from the simulation for long pulse are also in
agreement with the simulation results obtained with short pulse. This means that the
physical processes involved in the system are the same for different pulse durations.

The main difference between the short and long pulses simulation results is found in
the structural damage of Protein 1. Although the deformation of Gold nanoparticle and
Protein 2 is the same for two different pulse durations, a short pulse induces a higher ther-
mal expansion of Protein 1. This is because the short pulse deposits its energymuch faster
than a long pulse. Since the X-ray pulse encounter first the Protein 1, this biomolecule
is mainly affected. As a result the shorter pulse length results in a faster diffusion rate to-
wards Protein 1 allowing its higher expansion. Another consequence of faster diffusion
rate is a relative higher number of collisions allowing to a higher ion temperature.

Figure 4.7 Expansion of each zone as a function of time for beam energy 100 eV, pulse intensity
1012 W/cm2 and pulse lengths 50 fs (red) and 100 fs (green). The dashed yellow lines indicate

the boundary of the gold nanoparticle with proteins.

4.7 Discussion and Outlook
The system of a gold nanoparticle encapsulated into self-assembling protein was investi-
gated after its ionization by an intense X-ray field. During the X-ray bombardment the
gold atoms are quickly ionized, while the oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen atoms
do not convert into ions. The thermal motion of abundant free electrons in the bulk
force them to diffuse into proteins. During diffusion, free electrons collide with neutral
atoms or ions causing further ionization processes. Here the oxygen, nitrogen, carbon
and hydrogen atoms are ionized and their electron temperature increases. Electron-ion
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recombination events are also present resulting in fluctuations in electron temperature
of proteins’ atoms. Repulsive Coulomb forces act on positively charged ions. Eventually
the sample expands and cools down. The calculations imply that the proteins are more
structurally damage than gold nanoparticle. Additionally, the element of gold appear
various charge states which are related with the high number of free electrons in the sam-
ple. Similarly, the elements of oxygen, nitrogen and carbon have different charge states
during the measurements. Each charge state correspond to a different signal.

The system of gold nanoparticle trapped into a protein capsid is going to be studied
experimentally with a CDI method at FLASH. From an experimental point of view, the
metallic nanoparticle will facilitate the determination of this structure due to the high
scattered signal strength of gold. This is often the reason why the element of gold is used
in scattering experiments. Moreover, the above simulation results could provide a useful
tool for the design of the experiment.

The system of the gold nanoparticle encapsulated in protein provides a good start-
ing point for further research. Simulations could be carried out for a more complex
system based on a combination of multiple nanoparticles. Such systems might indicate
beneficial results to a number of applications, such as therapeutic applications. Future
simulation studies could also investigate the system of single and multiple nanoparticles
encapsulated into a virus instead of protein. Further simulations should also calculate
the coherent diffraction patterns and the effect of the damage on the diffraction patterns.



Chapter 5

Incoherent Diffractive Imaging from
transition metals

Further information about the system of protein encapsulated a gold nanoparticle could
be obtained if the method of CDI is accompanied with the new development of IDI, par-
ticularly incoherent fluorescence emission. A requirement of this new technique is the
sample to contain heavy atoms, such as transitionmetal atoms, in order to act as emitters
of X-ray fluorescence. IDI aims to complement the existing CDImethods. CDImeasure-
ments would reveal the spacing between atoms, while IDI measurements would provide
information about the spacing between the emitters of characteristic X-ray fluorescence.
The plasma spectrum will be recorded as well. In this spectrum, X-ray fluorescence pho-
tons might be observed. Common characteristic lines in X-ray emission spectra for tran-
sition metals are Kα and Kβ emission lines. Kα emission line results after an electron
from the 2p orbital falls into the 1s orbital. Quantum mechanics claims that due to split-
orbit effect, the 2p energy level is split into 2p3/2, where the electron spin is up, and 2p1/2,
where the electron spin is down. Thus, the Kα emission line is composed of two spectral
lines, Kα1 and Kα2 . The former corresponds to 2p3/2 → 1s transition, while the latter
to 2p1/2 → 1s transition. Similarly, Kβ emission line corresponds to transition of 3p
electrons into the 1s level and consists of Kβ1 (3p3/2 → 1s transition) and Kβ3 (3p1/2 →
1s transition). Kα and Kβ are widely used for elemental analysis and chemical analysis,
particularly in the investigation of metals.

The question is if Kα and Kβ emission lines could be used to investigate different
electronic states in the system even in femtosecond timescales. To examine it, various
samples and sample geometries with different heavy emitters have to be studied when
they exposed to ultrashort pulses of X-rays. The systemof the protein encapsulated a gold
nanoparticle, for example, would be suitable for this new technique since it contains the
element of gold. In practice, however, the Kα and Kβ emission lines of gold correspond
to energies higher than 50 keV making their detection challenging. Another suitable
sample for the investigation of IDI method is Metalloproteins. This is a general category
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of proteins which contain metals and are commonplace in biological system.
In this thesis, plasma simulations with the use of CRETIN 2.13 and 2.18 were done

in order to investigate the Kα and Kβ emission lines when an ultrashort XFEL pulse ir-
radiates a metallic foil. The samples under study are foils of copper (Cu), germanium
(Ge), titanium (Ti), chromium (Cr), and manganese (Mn). The elements of copper (Cu)
and germanium (Ge) are considered the heavier ones, whereas the elements of titanium
(Ti), chromium (Cr), and manganese (Mn) are regarded as the lighter ones. These el-
ements are of biological interest. In particular, copper is contained in many enzymes
[46], germanium works effectively against some bacteria [47], titanium is used in medi-
cal procedures [48], chromium plays an important role in glucose metabolism [49] and
manganese affects the thyroid hormones [50]. The photon energies, in electron volts, of
Kα and Kβ emission lines for each element are shown in Table 5.1. The broadening me-
chanics and shifts of characteristic emission lines are explored. The dependence of X-ray
fluorescence from the intensity of the XFEL pulse, beam energy, pulse duration or foil
thickness is also investigated. Simultaneously, the dynamics of plasma is studied. The
simulated systems were separated arbitrarily into five zones. Hydrodynamic expansion
was also used. To be consistent with the system of protein container encapsulated a gold
nanoparticle, the foil thickness of each sample was assumed 12 nm. An example of the
simulation input files is described in detail in Appendix A. This input file simulate a Cu
foil 12 nm thick when it is irradiated by an XFEL pulse of energy 9 keV, intensity 1019
W/cm2 and length 10 fs.

Element Kα1 (eV) Kα2 (eV) Kβ1 (eV) Kβ3 (eV)

Cu 8046.3 8026.7 8903.9 8901.7
Ti 4512.2 4505.8 4933.4 4933.4
Cr 5414.9 5405.2 5946.8 5946.8
Mn 5900.3 5889.1 6491.8 6491.8
Ge 9886 9854.9 10982.2 10978.1

Table 5.1The photon energies of characteristic emission lines Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 for the element
of Cu, Ti, Cr, Mn and Ge. The above values were calculated using the electron binding energies

from [51].

Theresults for the heavier elements sharemany similarities among themand the same
happens for the lighter elements. For this reason, we will present the findings of a heavier
element and a lighter element. From the heavier elements, we choose the element of Cu.
The characteristic radiation of Cu has a high X-ray signal intensity which is essential for
the method of IDI. Besides, the characteristic radiation of Cu is used for the theoretical
and experimental X-ray calibration in the transition metals. From the lighter elements,
on the other hand, the Ti foil will be discussed. The characteristic radiation of Ti attracts
interest due to the shape of Kβ line.
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5.1 Average Ionization
When X-rays strike a sample, they depose energy in the matter. The incident photons
are mainly absorbed by bound electrons thereby inducing photoionization events. As a
result, the sample is ionized. The ejected electrons as free particles are zipping around
with highmobility colliding with other particles and inducing further ionization. Due to
these collisions, the ionization and subsequent destruction of the sample continues after
the termination of the pulse. Some of the incident X-ray photons might also absorb by
free electrons in a phenomenon called inverse bremsstrahlung absorption.

In general, the average ionization degree of the sample is affected significantly by the
intensity of incident photons. With increasing the incident intensity, a higher number
of X-ray photons will interact with the matter. As a result more photoionization events
would occur during irradiation. Besides, the increase in pulse intensity results in more
mobile free electrons being available thereby inducingmore collisional processes. Hence,
further ionization events would also occur after the end of the pulse. As a result the
sample will undergo heavier ionization by increasing the intensity of XFEL pulse. The
average ionization degree is shown as a function of time for different intensities in Figure
5.1 (i) for Cu foil.

The average ionization is also affected by changing the length of XFEL pulse. A longer
pulse length corresponds to a longer time of bombardment. Consequently, a higher
amount of energy is deposited to the system giving rise to a higher number of ioniza-
tion events during X-ray bombardment as well as after the end of the pulse. The sample
is, therefore, ionized heavier with a longer pulse. This is evident in Figure 5.1 (ii).

(i) (ii)

Figure 5.1Average ionization of Copper foil for (i) different incident intensities and (ii) different
pulse lengths. The Cu foil of 12 nm thickness was exposed to a pulse of energy 9 keV.
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Besides, the ionization of target atoms depends strongly on the energy of incident
photons. By increasing the energy of incident photons, more energetic photons are de-
posited to the system. If the most of the incident photons are absorbed by bound elec-
trons, more photoionization events will occur thereby increasing the average ionization
of the metallic foil. This is the case for the cooper foil, as reflected in Figure 5.2 (i), and
Ge foil. For lighter elements, however, the photoionization cross section decreases with
increasing the beam energy and hence the most of incident photons are absorbed by free
electrons. As a result, the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption prevails and the average
ionization degree decreases. This can be seen in Figure 5.2 (ii) for the Ti foil. The aver-
age ionization of the metals, however, is not affected at all by changes in foil thickness.

(i) (ii)

Figure 5.2 Average ionization of (i) Copper and (ii) Titanium foil for different energies. The
foil thicknesses and the pulse duration have been considered 12 nm and 10 fs respectively. The
intensity of incident photons illuminated the Cu foil and Ti foil was 1019 W/cm2 and 1018

W/cm2 respectively.

5.2 Plasma temperature
When a photon removes a bound electron from an atom, some of the photon energy
is used to free the electron while the rest of its energy transfers to the electron. This is
the method by which mobile free electrons are generated in our physical systems. The
continuous X-ray bombardment results in increasing energy deposition into the system.
Besides ionization processes, free electrons and ions absorb energy and convert it into
kinetic energy, thereby increasing their temperature. The ions, being heavier than elec-
trons, have lower kinetic energy and hence temperature than electrons. After the end
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of the pulse, no more energy is deposited into the system. As the free electrons exhibit
random walks, they collide with other particles and lose some of their energy thereby
reducing their temperature. Positively charged ions, on the other hand, lose energy in
collisional processes but also gain energy due to mutual Coulomb repulsion.

The magnitude of incoming light intensity directly impacts the plasma temperature.
An increase in pulse intensity is proportional to a higher number of photons send over
a given time interval. By increasing the incident intensity, therefore, more photons give
up their energy to free electrons and positively charged ions. The free electrons and ions
obtain a bettermobility. As a result, the average electron temperature and the average ion
temperature are considerably higher for a higher pulse intensity. The average electron
temperature and average ion temperature for the Cu foil are shown as a function of time
for different pulse intensities in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Average electron temperature and average ion temperature of Cu foil for different
incident intensities. The Cu foil 12 nm thick was exposed to an XFEL pulse of energy 9 keV and

length 10 fs.

Plasma temperature is also affected significantly by changes in pulse length. As long
as X-rays hit the metal, energy is deposited to the system thereby increasing the kinetic
energy of electrons and ions. The electron and ion temperature, therefore, reaches a
higher peak when the sample is subjected to X-ray radiation for a longer period of time.
For each pulse duration, however, the free electrons, being lighter than ions, have a higher
temperature than ions. This is shown in Figure 5.4, for example, for the Cu foil.
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Figure 5.4 Average electron temperature and average ion temperature of Cu foil for different
pulse lengths. The Cu foil 12 nm thick was exposed to an XFEL pulse of energy 9 keV and

intensity 1019 W/cm2.

Besides, the pulse energy strongly influences the average electron temperature and
average ion temperature of a plasma. If the photoionization processes dominate with
the increase in energy of incident photons, more mobile free electrons and ions will be
generated. Subsequently, the average electron temperature and the average ion tempera-
ture will increase with the increase in beam energy. This is the case for heavier elements,
such as Cu and Ge. For lighter elements, however, the photoionization cross section de-
creases with the increase in energy. Therefore, less free electrons and ions are generated.
As a consequence, the average electron temperature and the average ion temperature de-
creases with the increase in pulse energy. The plasma temperatures for Cu and Ti foils
are depicted in Figure 5.5. Changes in foil thickness, on the other hand, does not affect
in general the plasma temperature.
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Figure 5.5 Average electron temperature and average ion temperature of Cu and Ti foils for
different incident intensities. The foils are 12 nm thick and they are exposed to an XFEL pulse
of length 10 fs. The pulse irradiated the Cu foil is of energy 9 keV, whereas the pulse shined on

Ti foil is of energy 6.4 keV.

5.3 Plasma emission spectrum
Plasma emits radiation over a wide range of electromagnetic spectrum. The plasma emis-
sion spectrum can be divided into two parts: the low-energy part and the high-energy
part. In the low-energy part, a background of thermal radiation is emitted due to thermal
motion of particles. In the high-energy part, the characteristic Kα and Kβ X-ray fluores-
cence are recorded, as long as the energy of incident photons is greater than the binding
energy of 1s level. The simulated emission spectrum of Cu foil is shown in Figure 5.6.

The plasma emission spectrum impacts on changes in pulse intensity. As the inten-
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Figure 5.6 Simulated emission spectrum of Cu foil when it is irradiated by an XFEL pulse of
energy 9 keV, intensity 1020 W/cm2 and length 10 fs.

sity of incident light increases, and hence the electron and ion temperature increases, the
peak of the thermal background shifts to higher intensities and higher energies. These
predictions agree perfectly with the Planck’s law. Besides, with increasing the pulse in-
tensity, a higher number of photons will interact with matter thereby triggering more
ionization processes including the ejection of more 1s electron. Subsequently, the elec-
tronic transitions from the higher energy 2p orbital or 3p orbital to the lower 1s orbital
will be more likely to happen. This coincides with the observation of more intense Kα

and Kβ lines.
The emission spectrum of a plasma produced by an XFEL pulse also depends on the

irradiation pulse length. When the exposure time increases, a higher number of photons
is absorbed by the system thus forming a more intense thermal background. The inten-
sity of Kα and Kβ emission lines is directly proportional to pulse duration. By increasing
the duration of the pulse, higher energetic particles are produced. Consequently, more
ionization processes will occur including the removal of 1s electron. Thus, photon emis-
sion processes originated, for instance, from electronic transitions 2p→ 1s or 3p→ 1s,
would be more likely to happen. As a result, more intense Kα and Kβ emission lines
would be recorded for a longer pulse.

The incident photon energy also influences strongly the emission spectrum. Increas-
ing the incident photon energy, a higher amount of energy will be transferred to the
system. For the heavier elements, like Cu and Ge, the photoionization cross section will
continue to increase. As a result, the thermal background as well as the Kα and Kβ emis-
sion lines will be more and more intense. For the lighter elements, like Ti, Cr and Mn,
the photoionization cross section decreases with the increase in energy. Consequently,
the thermal background and the Kα and Kβ fluorescent lines would be less bright. By
changing the foil thickness, however, the plasma emission spectrum is not affected sig-
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nificantly.

5.4 Temporal evolution of emission spectrum
Another observation can be made when the plasma emission spectrum is plotted as a
function of time. This plot then would yield the time evolution of the spectrum.

5.4.1 Copper foil
A simulated emission spectrum from Cu foil exposed to an XFEL pulse is displaced in
Figure 5.7 as a function of time. Here the Cu foil 12 nm thick was irradiated by a 10 fs
laser pulse of intensity 1020 W/cm2 and energy 9000 eV.

As shown in the simulated spectrum, the X-ray irradiation is attributed to the forma-
tion of a thermal background. Due to high plasma temperature, the thermal background
is still produced after the end of the pulse. Eventually the plasma expands and cools down.
Moreover, characteristic radiation is emitted in the low and high energy range of the spec-
trum. The characteristic Kα and Kβ X-ray fluorescence are noticed at around 8000 eV
and 8900 eV respectively. These spectral lines are emitted not only during the pulse but
also after the pulse has ended. During the X-ray exposure, the Kα and Kβ emission lines
arise from bound-bound transitions. These transitions, however, continue to occur after
the end of the pulse due to electron collisions in the hot plasma. As a result, Kα and Kβ

X-ray fluorescence continue to shine after the termination of the pulse.
Additionally, as the plasma warms up, an upward energy shift of the characteristic X-

ray emission lines is observed. The energy shift is the result of the continuum lowering
effect. As thematerial density increases, the Coulomb interaction between the outer shell
electrons of an atom or ion and their surrounding particles (free electrons, ions or atoms)
results in a lowering of their binding energy. For solid densities, the exchange interaction
between the bound electrons of neighboring particles reinforces the lowering of binding
energies. Finally the outer-shell electrons are liberated thereby causing the “continuum”
to lower. Consequently, the ionization potential of bound electrons depreciate and the
bound energy levels are modified through the Stark effect. The Start effect is responsible
for the shifting of spectral lines. Hence, the energy of an emitted photon, being the energy
difference between two levels, gets shifted [52], [53]. Another consequence of continuum
lowering is the broadening of the emission lines.
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Figure 5.7 The simulated emission spectrum of Cu foil. The metal of thickness 12 nm was
irradiated by a pulse of energy 9 keV, intensity 1019 W/cm2 and length 10 fs.

5.4.2 Titanium foil
A simulated emission spectrum from Ti foil is shown in Figure 5.8 as a function of time.
Here the Ti foil 12 nm thick irradiated by an XFEL pulse of energy 6000 eV, intensity 1017
W/cm2 and length 10 fs.

TheX-ray bombardment of Ti foil causes the emission of characteristicX-ray photons.
They are emitted during the X-ray bombardment as well as after the end of the pulse.
The Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 X-ray fluorescence are recorded at around 4500 eV and 4900 eV
respectively. Besides two additional lines are recorded at the high energy side of Kβ1,3 .
Thesemight be initiated by double ionization processes. Hence, they could be the satellite
line Kβ′′ and the doublet KβIII,IV

. The Kβ′′ arise from the transition 3p → 1s at the
presence of a spectator hole in 3d level, whereas the KβIII,IV

originate from the transition
3p → 1s at the presence of a spectator hole in 2p level. Another possible origin is due
to multiple ionization processes. According to an experimental study, at the high energy
side ofKβ1,3 are noticed theKβ5 line followed by doublet KβIII,IV

. TheKβ5 originates from
the K→M4,5 transition [54]. Similar spectra have the element of Cr andMn. Continuum
lowering causes the broadening and shifting of these lines.
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Figure 5.8The simulated emission spectrum of Ti foil. The metal of thickness 12 nm was irra-
diated by a pulse of energy 6 keV, intensity 1017 W/cm2 and length 10 fs.

5.5 Temporal evolution of Kα and Kβ X-ray fluorescence
Thetemporal evolution of characteristicKα andKβ X-ray fluorescence is also investigated
after an alteration in the incident intensity, the pulse length, the beam energy and the foil
thickness.

As reflected in Figure 5.9, an alteration in the intensity of incident light induces
changes in the time during which characteristic lines glow. With increasing the pulse
intensity, a higher number of photons would intercept the matter providing a better mo-
bility of the particles. As a consequence, the collisional processes, and subsequent the
ionization effects, would extend in terms of time after the end of the pulse. Electronic
transitions, and subsequent the emission of characteristic radiation, would continue for
a longer time. Furthermore, with increasing the pulse intensity, plasma density and pres-
sure significantly increase thereby strengthening the continuum lowering effect. As a
consequence, the spectral line broadening and shifting are reinforced.
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Figure 5.9 Simulated emission spectra from Cu foil as a function of time for different incident
intensities. The metallic foil 12 nm thick was exposed to an XFEL pulse of energy 9 keV and

length 10 fs.

The time during which the Kα and Kβ lines are emitted also depends on the length
of the pulse as shown in Figure 5.10. As long as X-rays shine on the sample, atoms are
ionized by losing electrons. Once an electron remove from, for instance, the 1s orbital,
another electron from 2p orbital (or 3p orbital) could fill the 1s hole, emitting a Kα (or
Kβ) photon. Similarly, for other electronic transitions. This process continues during the
X-ray irradiation independently the length of the pulse. Therefore, the longer the pulse,
the longer time during which the fluorescent lines emit. After the pulse has ended, these
lines are produced from collisional processes in the hot plasma.

Additionally, emitted fluorescence light lasts for a longer or shorter time depending
on the energy of incident photons. For heavier elements, like Cu and Ge, the electronic
transitions, for instance, 2p→1s and 3p→1s would be extended in time by increasing the
energy. The material density will also be increasing thereby amplifying the continuum
lowering effect. As a result, the shifting and broadening of characteristic emission lines,
the direct consequences of continuum lowering, would be reinforced. The evolution of
emission spectrum for Cu foil is shown in Figure 5.12. For lighter elements, on the other
hand, the characteristic radiation will be emitted for shorter time with the increase in
energy. Besides, the consequences of continuum lowering are weakened. The evolution
of characteristic emission lines is independently of foil thickness.
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Figure 5.10 Simulated emission spectra from Cu foil as a function of time for different pulse
lengths. The metallic foil 12 nm thick was exposed to an XFEL pulse of energy 9 keV and

intensity 1019 W/cm2.

Figure 5.11 Simulated emission spectra from Cu foil as a function of time for different beam
energies. The metallic foil 12 nm thick was exposed to an XFEL pulse of intensity 1019 W/cm2

and length 10 fs.
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5.6 Limitations
The simulated results described above were generated from the code CRETIN 2.13. In
a general sense this version provides reasonable results, however, there are some signs
of shortcomings. For instance, the average ionization degree might be underestimated.
Practically, a higher average ionization is expected. Then a stronger signal of character-
istic Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 X-ray fluorescence might be detected and their emission time may
be prolonged. Furthermore, a few simulations can be carried out when the foil thickness
is in magnitude of μm. Similarly, the simulations fail to run for some pulse intensities.
Probably these weaknesses arise by a software bug. Besides, Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 fluorescence
were often recorded when the energy of incoming photons was lower than the binding
energy of 1s level.

The CRETIN 2.18 was also used. This version treats the elements with a different
hydrogenic atomic model than the version 2.13. Additionally, the new version consider
that the free electrons are governed by quantum effects. The degeneracy is included in
CRETIN 2.18 but not in CRETIN 2.13. Simulations with the foil thickness in the magni-
tude of μm ran normally with the CRETIN 2.18. Here the average ionization degree of
the metals are reasonable. Unexpectedly, however, after the plasma expands and cools
down, the electron temperature starts to increase again, while no energy is deposited to
the system. Moreover, when the foil is nm thick, the simulations is carried out but the
sample is not ionized at all.

It is worth mentioning that the plasma code CRETIN produces realistic results for
atoms with low atomic number. However, the heavy atoms need a special treatment and
the atomic model used in CRETIN should be reconsidered.

Figure 5.12 (i) Average ionization (ii) Average electron temperature and (iii) Average ion tem-
perature of Ti foil. The metal 50 μm thick was irradiated by an XFEL pulse of energy 6 keV,

intensity 1018 W/cm2 and length 10 fs. These results were simulated with CRETIN 2.18.
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5.7 Discussion and Outlook
A high-intensity, ultra-short XFEL pulse will quickly ionize and destroy the sample pro-
ducing ultimately a plasma. If the energy of incident photons are greater than the binding
energy of 1s level, the characteristic Kα and Kβ X-ray fluorescence will be emitted. These
X-ray photons are still produced after the end of the pulse due to electron collisions in the
hot plasma. The emission of X-ray fluorescence can be extended in time by increasing the
intensity of incident photons or the pulse length. In heavier elements (Cu and Ge), the
emission time of characteristic radiation is also prolonged by increasing the energy of in-
coming photons. Simultaneously, the impacts of continuum lowering are strengthened.
In lighter elements (Ti, Cr and Mn), the emission time of Kα and Kβ X-ray fluorescence
extend by decreasing the beam energy.

Figure 5.13 Signal-to-noise ratio for the Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 X-ray fluorescence as a function of
time for Ti, Cr and Mn. This ratio is defined as the signal of the main line over the signal
of satellite lines. The signal-to-noise ratio was calculated when the elements 12 nm thick were
exposed to an XFEL pulse of intensity 1017 W/cm2 and length 10 fs. The energy of the incoming
photons hitting the Ti sample was 6 keV, while for Cr and Mn sample was 6.4 keV and 7 keV

respectively.

Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 emissions have been observed in the X-ray spectra of heavier and
lighter elements. The spectra of lighter elements include satellite lines as well. The area
detector would record themain lines, while the satellite lines would add noise to our data.
To compare the level of the signal of main lines to the level of noise, the signal-to-noise
ratio for the Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 emissions is found in Figure 5.13 as a function of time for the
lighter elements. Here each element is 12 nm thick and is irradiated by an XFEL pulse of
intensity 1017 W/cm2 and length 10 fs. The energy of incoming photons hitting the Ti, Cr
andMn sample is 6 keV, 6.4 keV and 7 keV respectively. The signal-to-noise ratio reaches
a peak and drops when a significant amount of noise is added to our data. Eventually the
signal-to-noise ratio remains constant. The ratio for Cr Kα1,2 , however, continues the
downward trend because the noise becomes more important. Additionally, the ratio for
Ti starts at 2 fs when the noise emission starts.
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The signal-to-noise ratio for the Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 lines is affected significantly by the
intensity of incoming photons, as revealed in Figures B.1, B.2 and B.3 in Appendix B. In
general, with increasing the pulse intensity, both the signal of characteristic radiation and
satellites increase. The noise increases more than the signal of the main lines. As a result,
the signal-to-noise ratio has lower values. However, when an XFEL pulse of intensity
1018 W/cm2 shines on the Titanium sample, the characteristic radiation is brighter than
the noise. Here the signal-to-noise ratio has higher values for a longer time. In each case,
the signal of main lines is considerably higher than the noise, and hence the information
about the spacing of X-ray emitters would be comprehensible.

The possibility of the satellite emissions warrants further investigation. If the sample
undergoes heavier ionization, more satellite emissions are likely to be produced thereby
contributing a higher level of noise to our data. It is an issue for future research, therefore,
to investigate the different levels of noise to the signal of characteristic radiation. Further
studies should also examine the impacts of continuum lowering. Probably, the Kα1,2 and
Kβ1,3 X-ray fluorescence are broadened in such a way so that they mix with the satellite
lines. It might be important to figure out if the information obtained by spectrometer
could be readable then. Additionally, the study of a complex system might answer the
question if the characteristic radiation of different elements could affect each other. Fu-
ture research should certainly further test the conclusions from this study conducting an
experimental in an XFEL. The experimental study could also contribute to the improve-
ment of the atomic model used in the plasma code.
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Appendix A

Example of CRETIN input file

c 1D Kinetics for Cu in XFEL

c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Aliases
c ------------------------------------------------------------

C Number of zones
alias N 5

C Starting electron temperature in eV
alias TE 0.01

C Starting density of the sample in g/cm3
alias RHO 8.96

C Initial energy of the X-ray laser in eV
alias E1 9000

C Bandwidth of the energy of X-ray laser
alias E2 E1 * 1.0104

C Define regions for simulations
alias n0 1
alias n1 N

C CHEMICAL STOICHIOMETRY:
c Molecular formula * number of atoms * density * Avogadro Number / atomic weight
alias N_cu 1. * RHO * AVGD / 63.546
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C Intensity of the laser in erg (1 erg = 1e7 * W/cm2)
alias ILASER 1e+26
alias ILASER1 1 * ILASER

c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Materials
c ------------------------------------------------------------

C Hydrogenic model
atoms hydrogenic cu
modeltype dca term

C Define the material regions
region n0 n1 TE
element 1 N_cu

c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Geometry
c ------------------------------------------------------------

C Planar geometry with parallel zones
geometry plane

C linear geometry with equal spacing between zones
C last numbers shows the thickness of the sample in cm
rlin n0 n1 0. 12e-7

c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Radiation
c ------------------------------------------------------------

C Define the energy matrix/spectrum, with bins in eV
angles 1

ebins 440 0.1 100
ebins 1900 100 6000
ebins 1000 6000 7000
ebins 500 7000 9000
ebins 50 9000 10000
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spectrum 10 1 10
spectrum 1000 10 1000
spectrum 100 1000 3000
spectrum 100 3000 6000
spectrum 220 6000 7000
spectrum 1000 7000 9200
spectrum 300 9200 10000

c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Sources
c ------------------------------------------------------------

C definition of the laser source
alias MULT HPEV / ( E2 - E1)

source jbndry 1 E1 E2 value history 1 MULT
xfilebc 1 -1. 0. 1. 0 ! normal incidence

C Flat pulse - the last number defines the time unit (femtoseconds)
C tv command defines the pulse duration
history 1 ILASER1 1e-15
tv 0.0 1.
tv 10. 1.

c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Controls
c ------------------------------------------------------------

C Define the length of simulation (in this case 100 fs)

tstart 0.
tquit 1.000e-13

c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Switches and Parameters
c ------------------------------------------------------------
C For more information about the switches and parameters,
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C please check the manual

switch 2 1 ! do hydrodynamics expansion
switch 11 2 ! make only .plt file
switch 20 1 ! NLTE
switch 25 1 ! time-dependent

switch 28 0 ! LTE initialization
switch 31 1 ! temperature calculation
switch 44 0 ! maximum # of iterations

switch 72 1 ! timesteps between spectral calculations
switch 127 24
switch 126 10
switch 29 2

switch 125 1 ! average spectral emission over bins
switch 55 1 ! continuum lowering
switch 170 -1
switch 17 1 ! include line contributions in opacity
switch 36 1 ! turn on continuum transfer
switch 133 10002
switch 35 -1
switch 155 1
switch 165 2 ! generate 2 cores
switch 166 2 ! use first inner shell for double excited state

switch 146 1 ! turn on multiphoton ionization

param 40 1.e-15 ! time between edits
param 41 1.e-17 ! initial timestep
param 44 5.e-17
param 45 5.e-17 ! maximum timestep
param 61 1.e-3 ! iso-sequence population threshold
param 95 0.01 ! minimum Zbar for kinetics
param 102 0.01 ! minimum temperature

c ------------------------------------------------------------
c Edits
c ------------------------------------------------------------
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C Outputs

plot "SPECTRUM"
xvar sp_energy c Energy
yvar jsp 0 1 0 c Spectral radiation intensity at zone 1
yvar jsp 0 2 0 c Spectral radiation intensity at zone 2
yvar jsp 0 3 0 c Spectral radiation intensity at zone 3
yvar jsp 0 4 0 c Spectral radiation intensity at zone 4
yvar jsp 0 5 0 c Spectral radiation intensity at zone 5

plot "zbar"
xvar r c Position of each zone
yvar ne c Electron Density
yvar ni c Ion Density
yvar tev c Electron Temperature
yvar tiv c Ion Temperature
yvar zbar 1 c Average Ionization

plot "r vs charges1"
xvar r
yvar yisofrac 1 0 29 c Fractional population of Cu
yvar yisofrac 1 0 28 c Fractional population of Cu+
yvar yisofrac 1 0 27 c Fractional population of Cu+2
yvar yisofrac 1 0 26 c Fractional population of Cu+3
yvar yisofrac 1 0 25 c Fractional population of Cu+4

plot "r vs charges2"
xvar r
yvar yisofrac 1 0 24 c Fractional population of Cu+5
yvar yisofrac 1 0 23 c Fractional population of Cu+6
yvar yisofrac 1 0 22 c Fractional population of Cu+7
yvar yisofrac 1 0 21 c Fractional population of Cu+8
yvar yisofrac 1 0 20 c Fractional population of Cu+9

plot "r vs charges3"
xvar r
yvar yisofrac 1 0 19 c Fractional population of Cu+10
yvar yisofrac 1 0 18 c Fractional population of Cu+11
yvar yisofrac 1 0 17 c Fractional population of Cu+12
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yvar yisofrac 1 0 16 c Fractional population of Cu+13
yvar yisofrac 1 0 15 c Fractional population of Cu+14

plot "r vs charges4"
xvar r
yvar yisofrac 1 0 14 c Fractional population of Cu+15
yvar yisofrac 1 0 13 c Fractional population of Cu+16
yvar yisofrac 1 0 12 c Fractional population of Cu+17
yvar yisofrac 1 0 11 c Fractional population of Cu+18
yvar yisofrac 1 0 10 c Fractional population of Cu+19

plot "r vs charges5"
xvar r
yvar yisofrac 1 0 9 c Fractional population of Cu+20
yvar yisofrac 1 0 8 c Fractional population of Cu+21
yvar yisofrac 1 0 7 c Fractional population of Cu+22
yvar yisofrac 1 0 6 c Fractional population of Cu+23
yvar yisofrac 1 0 5 c Fractional population of Cu+24

plot "r vs charges6"
xvar r
yvar yisofrac 1 0 4 c Fractional population of Cu+25
yvar yisofrac 1 0 3 c Fractional population of Cu+26
yvar yisofrac 1 0 2 c Fractional population of Cu+27
yvar yisofrac 1 0 1 c Fractional population of Cu+28



Appendix B

Signal-to-Noise ratio for different pulse
parameters

Figure B.1The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for the element of Ti for different pulse intensities.
The sample 12 nm thick has been irradiated by an XFEL pulse of energy 6 keV and length 10 fs.
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Figure B.2The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for the element of Cr for different pulse intensities.
The sample 12 nm thick has been irradiated by an XFEL pulse of energy 6.4 keV and length 10

fs.

Figure B.3The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for the element of Mn for different pulse intensities.
The sample 12 nm thick has been irradiated by an XFEL pulse of energy 7 keV and length 10 fs.
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